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Manual abstract:
For more information on compatibility with cameras and accessories, visit the Sony web site for your area. Specifications Name (Model name) Equivalent
35mm-format focal length*1 (mm) Lens groups-elements Angle of view 1*2 Angle of view 2*2 Minimum focus*3 (m?(feet)) Auto focus Manual focus
Maximum magnification () Minimum aperture Filter diameter (mm) Dimensions (maximum diameter height) (approx. ?? ????????????
??????????????????????? @@????????????????? ????? ??????????? ?????????????????? ??????? ?? ??????????? 1 2 Remove the lens from the
camera. ?? See ?? Attaching/detaching the lens? for details. @@Pull the collar-locking knob down (4), and 3 open the collar. ??? ????? the lens and the
collar firmly when opening the collar. ?? Do not hold the hinge when opening the collar. If you hold the hinge you may pinch your hand. ?? @@We
recommend you remove the lens from the camera before detaching the collar. *1 The values shown above for equivalent 35mm-format focal length are for
Interchangeable Lens Digital Cameras equipped with an APS-C sized image sensor.
*2 Angle of view 1 is the value for 35mm cameras, and angle of view 2 is the value for Interchangeable Lens Digital Cameras equipped with an APS-C sized
image sensor. *3 Minimum focus is the distance from the image sensor to the subject. ????????????? ? Attaching the lens hood It is recommended that you
use a lens hood to reduce flare and ensure maximum image quality. On the lens mechanism, the focal length may change with any change in shooting
distance. The focal lengths given above assume the lens is focused at infinity.
???? ? ? ????????? ?????????????? ???????? ???????? ??? ?????????????? ???????? Align the red line on the lens hood with the red line on the lens
(lens hood index), then insert the lens hood into the lens mount and rotate it clockwise until it clicks into place and the red dot on the lens hood is aligned with
the red line on the lens (lens hood index). ?? When Included items: Lens (1), Front lens cap (1), Rear lens cap (1), Lens hood (1), Lens case (1), Set of printed
documentation Designs and specifications are subject to change without notice. ?? ????????????????????????? ?? ???????????????????? ????? ???
2?????????????? using an external flash (sold separately), remove the lens hood to avoid blocking the flash light. ?? When storing, fit the lens hood onto the
lens backwards. ???? 10 ???????????? 11 ???????????????? ????? 13 ?????? 12 ????? 14 ????????? 15 ???????????? 16 ????????? *
?????????????? This instruction manual explains how to use lenses.
Notes on use are found in the separate ?Precautions before using?. Be sure to read both documents before using your lens. This lens is designed for Sony ?
camera system E-mount cameras. You cannot use it on A-mount cameras. @@?? Zooming Rotate the zooming ring to the desired focal length. ?? focus-mode
switch of this lens does not function with some camera models. @@ ? @@?????? AF/MF??????????????????? Notes on use ?? When ? 2 3 4 5 ? (1) (2) ?
??????????????? ??? ?????? ??????????? ??????????? AF ?? ??MF????????? ??AF?????AF/MF????????????? ?? ???????MF? ?? MF ??
??AF????????? ?????AF?????AF/MF?????????? @@?? @@If using in the rain etc. , keep water drops away from the lens. @@For AF photography,
both the camera and lens should be set to AF. @@?? Si Precautions on using a flash ?? You Prcautions concernant l?emploi d?un flash ?? Vous 1 6 ? @@
use an external flash (sold separately).
@@@@@@??????????????????????? ?????????????? ON ?? ? ?????????? ??????? OFF? ??????????????? ?? ????????????? ????????????
??????????ON??? ???????? ??????????????? ? @@To the camera manuals to set the focus mode of the camera. ?? @@ 8 7 9 10 11 12 ? 2 ???????????
???????? ? ????????? ??????????? ??????? ????? ????? ???? ????????????? ????????????? ?????????? ?? ???????????????? ????????
???????????? ?? To use a camera equipped with an AF/MF control button ?? Press ? @@?? Mise au point ?? Le ?????????????????? ? MODE1???? ??
??? MODE2?????????????????? ?? @@?? @@?? @@ ) Compensate for camera shake. Not compensate for camera shake. We recommend using a tripod
during shooting. ?? ??????????????? ???????? @@?? @@?? You can attach/detach the front lens cap in two ways, (1) and (2). When you attach/detach
the lens cap with the lens hood attached, use method (2). for normal camera shake. ?? MODE2:  ompensate for camera shake when panning C moving
sublects. ???????????? ???????????? ????????? AF???????????? Align the white dot on the lens barrel with the white dot on the camera (mounting
index), then insert the lens into the camera mount and rotate it clockwise until it locks. Not press the lens release button on the camera when mounting the
lens.
?? Do not mount the lens at an angle. Focus-hold button of this lens does not function with some camera models. @@) While holding down the lens release
button on the camera, rotate the lens counterclockwise until it stops, then detach the lens. The focus is fixed and you can release the shutter on the fixed focus.
Release the focus-hold button while pressing the shutter button halfway to start AF again.
??  tilisation de la fonction Antiboug U Commutateur Antiboug ?? ON ?? OFF ? Switching focus range (AF range) The focus-range limiter enables you to
reduce the auto focusing time. This is useful when the subject distance is definite. ???2 1 2 ?????????????????????? ? ?? ??? ??????????
??????????????? ? Using the tripod When using a tripod, attach it to the-mounting collar of the lens, not to the tripod receptacle of the camera.
?????????????? ?????? ??????????????????? ?3? ? Slide the focus-range limiter to select the focus range. ?? @@?? @@@@?? Gray AF is set to the
minimum focusing distance to infinity.
???????????????????? 3 ? ???????? ? ??????????????????????? ?? ????????? 4 dots (collar indexes) are located at 90 intervals on the collar. Align a
gray dot on the tripod-mounting collar with the gray line (collar index) on the lens to adjust the camera position precisely (2). .
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